Gleanings From Academic Gatherings
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Centre d’Etude de l’Histoire de l’Ethnologie--Gérald Gaillard (Maître de conférence d’anthropologie à la université de Lille I et chargé de cours à la université de Paris VIII) announces the formation in 1990 of this research center at the University of Paris VIII. So far, three master’s theses (cf. above) have been produced; other theses and dissertations are in process. Gaillard announces also the establishment of a new series, "Terroir de l’autre," (Editions Berg Internationnales), bearing on the history of anthropology. The first volume is a reprinting of Marcel Griaule’s "Des flambeurs d’hommes" with a preface by Geneviève Calame-Griaule and an essay by Michel Perret.

Cheiron--The program for the XXIV annual meeting, June 18-21, 1992, at the University of Windsor, Windsor, Canada, includes one paper relating to the history of anthropology: Floyd W. Rudmin, "William McDougall in Colonial Borneo: An Early Applied Social Psychology of Peace" (McDougall was a member of Haddon’s Torres Straits Expedition of 1898).

Encyclopedia of the History of Archaeology--Tim Murray, of Clare Hall, University of Cambridge, announces that he is editing The history of archaeology: An encyclopedia, which is scheduled for publication by Garland Publishing of New York in 1995.

GLEANINGS FROM ACADEMIC GATHERINGS

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Völkerkunde--At the twice-yearly congress in Munich, October 13-20, 1991, a symposium was held on the history of ethnology--the first such event sponsored by the society. The eight papers, all in German, included "On the relevance of history of ethnology" by H.-J. Hildebrandt (Mainz); "From customs to values: The development of anthropology in the French Enlightenment," by Brigitta Benzige (Göttingen); "The emergence of modern science and its influences on the ethnological formulations in eighteenth century Germany," by Sabine Vetter (Munich); "The early history of Völkerkunde in Germany, 1771-1791," by H. F. Vermeulen (Leiden); "Ethnology in Munich: Institutionalisation of a discipline, 1850-1933," by Wolfgang Smolka (Munich); "Relevant topics in the work of Ludwig Gumplovicz," by Dietrich Streck (Mainz); "Anthropology in the wars of the twentieth century," by Berhard Streck (Mainz); "Current state of research on the relationship between Völkerkunde and National Socialism," by Lothar Pützstuck (Cologne). It is planned to publish the papers in Volume 1 of the collected papers of the congress and to organize a second and bigger symposium in the second half of 1992 somewhere in Germany.